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GAINS stands for Group Action Is Never Small, embodying the collaboration spirit which is the essence of 
blockchain and decentralization. Everyone gets the opportunity to contribute to projects while they get long term 

support from a strong community. 

About GAINS Associates

TRUST
Three years of 24/7 crypto hustling
We’re here to stay

SKILLS
Supported 80+ projects with up 
to 116x.
We deliver on our promises

EXPERIENCE
Interviewed 200+ crypto CEOs
Attended 30+ conferences
We know a bullshitter when we see one

CONNECTIONS
An amazing network
We keep eyes on the newest 
under-the-radar projects



What GAINS brings

PROJECTS
Sourcing and offering 

the best projects in the world. 
Sit back & just contribute

NEWS

Daily news in an 
easy-to-read bullet point fashion.

Posts featuring the latest outstanding 
stories

INSIGHTS
Enjoy our in-depth articles 

and watch our video interviews full of 
gems

Our motto is to bring value. We let the rest take care of itself.

EVENTS

Meet and chat 
with the CEOs of top innovative 

crypto projects



PAST 
PROJECTS

Quant Network
57x

Avalanche
116x

Reef
62x

MANTRA DAO
21x

OpenDAO
22x

Bridge Mutual
42x

We have supported more than 50 projects so far and many are currently in the top 200*

*Based on the data on Coingecko.com



What they say about us

Brian Kerr
“The GAINS group brings top tier 
people, projects, and information into 
one place”
Co-Founder and CEO at Kava

Rick Schmitz
“GAINS have some of the most 

professional and resourceful people I've 
worked with”

Co-Founder and CEO at LTO

Ian Friend 
“Alex and Lotfi have done a tremendous job 

in building one of the world’s best crypto 
communities”

Co-Founder and COO at Ferrum Network

Denko Mancheski
“GAINS knows the crypto space on a 
deep level and have all the connections 
to succeed immensely”
Co-Founder and CEO at Reef



GAINS Token Overview
Type ERC-20

100M
6M

20M

Max Supply

Strategic Sale Price - $0.04
Cap: $240,000 

Private Sale Price - $0.04
Cap: $800,000

4M Public Sale Price - $0.05
Cap: $200,000
Individual Cap: $500 = 10,000 GAINS

All the above are fully unlocked except for the strategic sale which has a 1-month cliff and then 1/4 per quarter
Circulating Supply day 1: 30M GAINS

2M Uniswap Listing
$0.05 with 100k liquidity

4M Airdrop

Number of tokens



Token Metrics Detailed
% Amount Vesting

Total Supply 100% 100,000,000 -

Strategic Sale 6% 6,000,000 1-month cliff and then 
25% per quarter

Private Sale 20% 20,000,000 Fully unlocked

Public Sale 4% 4,000,000 Fully unlocked

Airdrop 4% 4,000,000 Fully unlocked

Uniswap Liquidity 2% 2,000,000 -

Team 15% 15,000,000
1.5-year cliff then 
25% per quarter

-
Advisors 4% 4,000,000

Partnerships 15% 15,000,000

Insurance & Reserve 6% 6,000,000 1-month cliff

Ecosystem 
Development 24.0% 24,000,000 4-year vesting

monthly



TIERS

TIER 1
GAINS Blue 
Whales 

200,000 
GAINS - 50% 
of allocations 100,000

GAINS - 25% 
of allocations 30,000

GAINS - 15% 
of allocations 10,000

GAINS - 10% 
of allocations

TIER 2
GAINS Baby 
Sharks TIER 3

GAINS Sleek 
Dolphins TIER 4

GAINS Silver 
Fishes



Core Team & Advisors
A worldwide team

France
CMO                  USA

               Research

    Greece
 Designer

      Singapore
  Advisor

    Developers 

    Canada
Deal flow

Dubai
Founders

 Netherlands
 Biz Dev

Ghana
  Ambassadors

Content writers
 Uk

           China



This document is not intended for distribution to, or use by: 
● any person or entity, in any jurisdiction or country, where distribution or use of such information would be contrary to law or regulation; or 
● any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country, where, by virtue of such distribution, the issuer would become subject to new or additional registration requirements. 

The GAINS Tokens purchase is not open to any US person (as such term is defined in Regulation S of the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended) nor to the residents of the 
People’s Republic of China. By reading this document and/or purchasing GAINS Tokens, all potential GAINS Tokens purchasers warrant, represent and agree that they are 
not citizens, tax or permanent residents of a country where the purchase of cryptographic tokens, such as the GAINS Tokens, is prohibited, restricted or requires registration 
of any kind. The information contained herein is subject to change, notably, in consideration of the evolutions that may occur on the GAINS Project structure due to 
regulations, business opportunities or project development. The GAINS project is to issue cryptographic tokens, the GAINS Tokens, usable only on a dedicated platform (the 
"Platform"), allowing holders to access private sales using the GAINS platform.

The GAINS Project presents several risks for potential subscribers, in particular that of losing all amounts invested in the GAINS Token Sale, in case of prohibition of it by 
any law or regulation, or for any other reason. 

Disclaimer
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